CUSTODIAL BUILDING ASSIGNMENTS FALL 2017

Facility Operations Manager – David Ruble
360-650-3475 (office) 360-303-2974 (cell)

____________________________________________________________________________

SOUTH C4 SUPERVISOR – James Hillyard (x3703)
  BTE  Nelia Lim
  BT  Creager Prewett
  FX STACKS 1-3  Jay Brooks
  FX STACKS 4-6  Lisa Heidorn
  FX STACKS 7-9  Dean Hoang
  FX STACKS 10-12  Nguyet Ngo
  Floater  David Wade

NORTH C4 SUPERVISOR – Hong Pham (Temp) (x3942)
  EDENS HALL  Hue Le
  EDENS NORTH  Teresita Julia
  HIGGINSON  Flora Sparks
  MATHES  Thuy Nguyen
  MATHES  Jose Ona
  NASH  Duane Bryant
  NASH  Hong Pham
  Floater  Molly Brock

RIDGEOFY C4 SUPERVISOR – Christina Lopez (x3952)
  ALPHA  Greg Bailey
  DELTA  Shawni Portillo
  HIGHLAND  Greg Bailey
  OMEGA  Rafael Cruz
  SIGMA  Akbar Jamalzada
  GAMMA  Sarah Wolf
  BETA  Shona Savage
  KAPPA  Huan Le
  KAPPA  Hoa Pham

____________________________________________________________________________

WAREHOUSE OPERATOR 3
Maafala Petaia (x3941)

Custodial/Warehouse Work hours: 7:30am to 4:00pm with two 15 minute breaks (9:30-9:45am & 2:30-2:45pm), with a ½ hour lunch (12:00-12:30pm)

***Building assignments are subject to change to meet the needs of the department***
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